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Call for proposal

Democratic Engagement and Civic Participation – Network of Towns

Deadline for
submission

1/09/2015 – H. 12,00

Name of the
project

“ROMAN BRIDGES ON EUROPE” (R.B.E.)

Participating
countries

The Programme is open to the 28 Member States of the European Union.

Target Groups

Cultural associations, citizens and citizens’ groups directly affected by the
theme.

Description of the The project R.B.E has the will to link European cities with the same feature:
project
presence in own area of Roman Bridges with function of aqueduct.
Following objectives and indications of the Call for Proposal, the project wants
to follow some objectives:
 Spread to citizens the importance of water and its feature of essential
raw material that citizens have to respect and safeguard (one of main
theme of EXPO MILAN 2015);
 Spread the concept of “bridge” like geographic link and union between
all European Countries;
 Spread the concept of “bridge” like figurative link and union between
different European cultures;
 Make aware citizens about importance of Union of Europe starting from
example of decision of Greece to leave European Union;
 Activate a real Network of Cities that will organize every year (after the
end of the project, too) promotional events to spread the theme of the
project and to find other common themes.
Work Plan

On the basis of objectives indicated above, the project foresees the
organization of 5 events in 5 (or more) partner countries during the 18 months
of the project. The events that will be organized and hosted in the European
partner countries are:
1. Event for the spread THE importance of Water for Europe and for all World.

The aim of the event will be to spread among citizens the awareness of
necessity to not waste Water, the main raw material for the survival of
terrestrial planet. TITLE TO BE DETERMINED.
2. Euro banknotes: why on them bridges are drawn? Debate and reflection
about this symbol and about why European Union chose it for its money. TITLE
TO BE DETERMINED.
3. Bridges like figurative and concrete image of Union between al European
Countries. Figurative and real bridges are essential for citizens that can travel
free in all countries of Union and, in this way, they can take part at all policies of
European Union. TITLE TO BE DETERMINED.
4. Importance of Roman Empire for Europe. Thanks to Roman history, citizens,
and above all young people, can learn Civic Education and the important sense
of Civic Engagement in a unique big geographic area. TITLE TO BE DETERMINED.
5. Engineering and Archaeology of Roman Empire. A “Trip” along the Roman
history through Emperors and Consuls that built Roman bridges with aqueduct
function. TITLE TO BE DETERMINED.
Duration

18 months
Hypothetical starting date: February 2016

Total Budget

Maximum € 150.000

Type of
Partnership







Towns/municipalities or their twinning committees or networks;
Other levels of local/regional authorities;
Federations/associations of local authorities.
Non-profit organisations representing local authorities
Non-profit civil society organizations.

A project must involve municipalities from at least 4 eligible countries of which
at least one is an EU
Member State.
Deadline
expression of
interest

24/07/2015
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